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Today’s Agenda

• Review goals and objectives
• Overview scientific method
• Discuss scientific method in action using example
of Bruin Family Insights, UCLA PFP’s virtual
discussion series
• Apply method to an area of focus in your office!

Goals & Objectives
Provide a tangible approach to identifying
and solving specific programmatic
challenges by:
• Dissecting and analyzing the steps of
the Scientific Method*
• Utilizing an example from UCLA to
illustrate means for employing the
Scientific Method

• Applying the method to practices at
your institution!
*The Scientific Method steps have been adapted from the depiction above and simplified for the purposes of application
in the field of Higher Education and parent/family programming departments.

The Method

(Adapted)

Observe and Question

Research

Develop Hypothesis

• Identify problem or deficiency
to be addressed.
• Identify resources available or
constraints.

• What data supports your
question or observations?
• Are there methods already in
existence to solve for the issue?

• Based on your research, what
do you propose is the best
approach to respond to or solve
for the problem or deficiency?

Refine and Retest

Analyze Results

Conduct Testing

• Make changes to your approach
based on the results and feedback
from your initial test.
• Present preliminary results to
secure additional resources.

• Did this address or resolve the
problem or deficiency?
• What worked well?
• What would you do differently?

• Implement chosen approach to
respond to or solve for the
problem or deficiency.

Summarize and Share: Conclusions, Data, and Best Practices
• Internally: This information can be a catalyst for your institution’s administration to provide additional
resources or efforts.
• Externally: This information can be of use to other practitioners experiencing something similar and
allow you to become a subject matter expert on the issue at hand.

Observe and Question
Are we, to the best of our abilities, meeting the needs of families
engaging at a significant geographic distance from campus
considering constraints around time, financial, human and
technological resources?

Research

Develop Hypothesis
By developing a schedule of comprehensive virtual discussions
featuring a wide range of topics, campus resources and panelists, we
can address common concerns and increase family engagement.

Conduct Testing
BRUIN FAMILY INSIGHTS: Virtual Discussion Series
• Spring 2017: Series development
and proposal
• Summer 2017: Fall quarter
schedule development and
panelist outreach
• August 2017: Bruin Family
Insights launches
• Fall 2017: Series piloted with six
webinars from Aug. - Dec.

Conduct Testing
BRUIN FAMILY INSIGHTS: Virtual Discussion Series

Analyze Results

● Follow-up emails w/
survey
○ Email analytics
○ Survey completion
● Live and recorded
viewer numbers
● Social media analytics

Refine and Retest

(if needed)

● Increase parent volunteer
engagement
● Refine frequency
● Revisit topic and panelist
selection process
● Refine marketing timeline
● Revisit survey collection
tactics
● Increase
inclusiveness/accessibility

Accuracy of Hypothesis and Reporting Results

● Hypothesis accurate, but constantly developing
● Reporting results
○ Internal data analytics and legacy-building
○ Knowledge-sharing and professional
development

Applying the Method to Your Work
Observe and Question

Research

Develop Hypothesis

• Identify problem or deficiency
to be addressed.
• Identify resources available or
constraints.

• What data supports your
question or observations?
• Are there methods already in
existence to solve for the issue?

• Based on your research, what
do you propose is the best
approach to respond to or solve
for the problem or deficiency?

Refine and Retest

Analyze Results

Conduct Testing

• Make changes to your approach
based on the results and feedback
from your initial test.
• Present preliminary results to
secure additional resources.

• Did this address or resolve the
problem or deficiency?
• What worked well?
• What would you do differently?

• Implement chosen approach to
respond to or solve for the
problem or deficiency.

Summarize and Share: Conclusions, Data, and Best Practices
• Internally: This information can be a catalyst for your institution’s administration to provide additional
resources or efforts.
• Externally: This information can be of use to other practitioners experiencing something similar and
allow you to become a subject matter expert on the issue at hand.

Group Discussion
& Questions
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